Oxygen equilibria of hybrid-heme hemoglobins containing proto- and mesoheme groups. On the nonequivalence of alpha and beta chains.
Hybrid-heme hemoglobins, alpha(meso)2beta(proto)2 and alpha(proto)2beta(meso)2, were prepared, and the O2 equilibria of their alpha and beta chains were measured separately at the isosbestic points of the partner chains at different pH values and in the presence and absence of inositol hexaphosphate. The Adair equation was extended to distinguish between the O2 saturations of the alpha and beta chains, and the seven equilibrium parameters were obtained by curve fitting to those equations. The results showed that the beta chains have an affinity slightly higher than the alpha chains in the binding of the first O2 molecule. For the second O2 molecule, the molecular species that has been oxygenated on the alpha chain has a higher affinity than that carrying O2 on the beta chain. The slopes of the Hill plots were higher for the alpha chain. The O2 saturation curves for the alpha and beta chains were calculated from the parameters averaged for the hybrids alpha(meso)2beta(proto)2 and alpha(proto)2beta(meso)2 in order to cancel the effects of the heme replacement. The curves showed that the difference in O2 saturation between the two kinds of chains depends on the conditions and on the degree of O2 saturation. It was concluded that the functional difference between the chains is small enough so that it is not required to modify the models already accepted for the cooperativity of hemoglobin.